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Lynton and Lynmouth Neighbourhood Plan 
 

Steering Group Meeting 
 

3.00pm on Thursday 11
th

 October 2012 
Lynton Town Hall, Lynton 

 
AGENDA 

 
 
 
1. Apologies for absence. 
 
2. To approve as a correct record the Minutes of the meeting of the Steering 

Group held on 13th September 2012 and to consider any Matters Arising from 
those Minutes. 

 
3. Update on the designation of the Neighbourhood Plan area. 
 
4. Update on the workshop with the Town Council 
 
5. Report on the Sustainability Appraisal (including Strategic Environmental 

Assessment) and verbal update on the Habitat Regulations Assessment. To 
resolve to incorporate the findings of these reports into the Plan and to 
delegate agreement on the detailed wording to the Head of Planning and 
Sustainable Development in consultation with the Project Team. 

 
6. Discuss the Viability Assessment to be included in  Appendix 1 of the 

Neighbourhood Plan 
 
7. Discuss the leaflet and pre-submission consultation arrangements. 
 
8. Any other business of urgency. 

 
9. Date of next meeting – Thursday 8th November 2012



Minutes – 13th September 2012 
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ITEM 2                                                                   

 
 

LYNTON AND LYNMOUTH NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 
STEERING GROUP 

 
MINUTES of the Lynton and Lynmouth Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group meeting 
- Thursday 13 September 2012 at 3.00pm at Lynton Town Hall, Lynton. 
 

PRESENT 
 

Steering Group Members: Project Team Members: 
Suzette Hibbert David Wyborn 
Roger Ferrar John Gower 
 James Shorten 
Neighbourhood Representatives Tessa Saunders  
Grace Cleverdon Jan Kennedy 

Simon Hatcliffe Kevin Harris 
Deborah Hatcliffe Colin Savage  
Richard Briden  

 
 

10. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE: Apologies were received from Andrea Davis, 
Barry Hobbs, Tim Parker, Christine Bowden, Phil Taylor, Julian Gurney, 
Barbara Venn, Nigel Kersey and Sharon Hobbs. 

 
As both the Chair and Vice-Chair were absent it was agreed that David 
Wyborn would chair the meeting. 
 

11. MINUTES: The minutes of the meeting held on 2 August 
 2012 were agreed.   
 
MATTERS ARISING:  
Tessa Saunders gave a brief update on the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) and 
Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) screening report. The SA Scoping 
Report which sets out the baseline evidence and the objectives for assessing 
the Neighbourhood Plan was currently out for consultation with the statutory 
agencies that include Natural England, English Heritage and the Environment 
Agency and also Devon County Council and North Devon Council. Clare Reid 
a consultant with expertise in producing SA reports was undertaking this work 
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and a workshop was currently being arranged with some Neighbourhood Reps 
to feed into this process. 
The HRA screening report would be undertaken by Larry Burrows, Ecologist at 
Somerset County Council once the plan was signed off by the Steering Group. 
This would assess the plan to ensure that there would be no likely significant 
effects on internationally important habitats including the Exmoor Heaths and 
Exmoor Oakwoods Special Areas of Conservation. The screening report 
would be sent to Natural England for comment. 
 
David Wyborn outlined the recent news from Communities and Local 
Government (CLG) that further funds would be available for Neighbourhood 
Plans – with £5,000 available once the plan area is formally designated and a 
further £25,000 available once the plan is successful at examination to help to 
pay towards the referendum and other Local Authority costs. This funding was 
only available in the financial year 2012/13 and the examination would fall 
outside this period. CLG would review the Neighbourhood Plan budgets for 
2013/14. However, we would be eligible to claim for £5,000 towards the cost 
of the Neighbourhood Plan during 2012/13. 

 
12. TO DISCUSS THE CONTENT OF THE DRAFT NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 

AND TO AGREE TO SIGN OFF FOR CONSIDERATION BY LYNTON & 
LYNMOUTH TOWN COUNCIL AND TO AUTHORISE THE HEAD OF ENPA 
PLANNING ON BEHALF OF THE PROJECT GROUP TO MAKE ANY 
MINOR CHANGES TO THE PLAN IN THE LIGHT OF THE HABITATS 
REGULATION ANALYSIS AND THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 
SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL. 
James Shorten outlined the redrafted components of the plan the first of 
which was the new policy P1 Overall Objectives for New Development – this 
primary policy provided the framework for all the remaining policies in the plan 
and would provide the key tests for proposals that might not meet other policy 
objectives in the plan. The policy approach for P1 was agreed by the Steering 
Group. 
 
Policy H3 Local Connection was redrafted to reflect the geographical cascade 
and a map had been inserted to illustrate the parishes that would qualify at 
each stage of the policy. In the first instance a person in affordable housing 
need with a 10 year local connection in the parish and adjoining parishes 
would qualify, and if no one could be found to meet those criteria, then the 
local connection would be reduced to 5 years, if this proved unsuccessful then 
the cascade would widen out to the next ring of parishes. A discussion on 
whether or not to include Bratton Fleming within this cascade ensued. Overall 
it was felt that Bratton Fleming being part of the Rural Alliance group of 
parishes, its proximity to Barnstaple, and being entirely outside the National 
Park boundary should not be included. Therefore the second ring of parishes 
would consist of those adjoining parishes that are wholly or partly within the 
National Park. In any S106 legal agreement there has to be a final cascade 
(not required in policy) which would include the whole of the North Devon area 
and the National Park. 
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The Viability Assessment to be outlined in Appendix 1 of the plan would be 
worked up with input from Jon Watson who provided professional input to the 
Viability Workshop in May 2012. It was anticipated that it would be around 4-5 
pages and it would be important that it was understandable by the wider 
public. The appendix would be made available to the Steering Group, Project 
Team and Neighbourhood Reps at least a week prior to the next Steering 
Group meeting. The appendix would include a theoretical worked example of 
a viability assessment. 

 
ACTION: to amend the draft plan to reflect the changes outlined above and to 
insert the maps of the parish and settlement. 
ACTION: to prepare the Viability Assessment information for Appendix 1 for 
circulation prior to the next Steering Group. 
 
It was agreed by the Steering Group to authorise David Wyborn to make 
any minor changes to the plan in the light of any recommendations set 
out by the SA and HRA. It was felt that it was important for any changes to 
be highlighted for clarification and these changes to be circulated to the wider 
group before it is considered by the Town Council. 
 
The need for a workshop for Lynton & Lynmouth Town Council was raised as 
they are the body ultimately responsible for the preparation of the 
Neighbourhood Plan. A workshop would ensure that councillors were up to 
date with the objectives for the plan and what this meant for the parish as a 
whole before the plan came before the council to be signed off for the pre-
submission consultation. 
 
ACTION: Kevin Harris to look for a suitable date for a LLTC Neighbourhood 
Plan workshop during early October. 
The plan would be highlighted as an item of information at the full council 
meeting on 27th September 
The plan would be considered by the Policy Group on 17th October before 
going to the full council on 25th October with recommendation to approve the 
plan for pre-submission consultation. 

 
13. DISCUSS THE UPDATED TIMETABLE FOR THE PLAN AND 

CONSULTATION ARRANGEMENTS. 
TIMETABLE: The timetable had been revised to include the key milestones 
set out in the Neighbourhood Plan regulations. With all the processes 
included it was anticipated that the referendum would be in December and if 
successful the plan would be adopted by January 2014. It was noted that if 
adoption could be within 2013 this would be seen as a better outcome and 
there may be areas of the timetable that could be reduced. 
 
The plan area would formally be designated on Tuesday 2nd October at the 
National Park Planning Committee. No representations had been received 
during the consultation period. The Town Council are then able to act on the 
plan in terms of arranging the pre-submission consultation; with the Project 
Team providing assistance. 
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CONSULTATION: John Gower presented the paper on the consultation 
arrangements. It was considered to be essential to use one format setting out 
the key messages of the plan for posters, flyers and mail-shots that could be 
used everywhere; this would ensure that the consultation would not result in 
any confusion or mixed messages.  
 
All media channels would be used to publicise the consultation on the draft 
plan to ensure that it is easier for people to engage in the process. Meetings 
would be informal and at locations where people already are and would 
probably be in the form of two daytime events and two evening events – these 
events would allow feedback on the plan and comment forms would be made 
available. As the first consultation highlighted that paper responses were 
more popular that online responses – there could be less focus on the 
electronic questionnaires this time around.  
 
Neighbourhood Reps would also play a key role in publicising the plan and 
talking to residents and businesses in the parish. Town Councillors should 
also be advocates of the plan as the sponsoring body – the workshop may 
help to encourage this. 
 
ACTION: PDT to produce the consultation publicity leaflet/poster for 
discussion at the next Steering Group meeting. 
 

14. ANY OTHER BUSINESS OF URGENCY. 
It was noted that Ian Rigby was organising a Lyn Economic and Tourism 
Alliance meeting at the beginning of October and this would be an opportunity 
to engage local business owners with the draft Neighbourhood Plan. 

 
15. DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING 

Thursday 11th October 
Thursday 8th November 
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1. Non-technical summary 
 
1.1 This is the summary of the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) Report of the Neighbourhood 

Plan for the parish of Lynton and Lynmouth. Lynton and Lynmouth are situated on the 
Exmoor coast with the settlement of Lynton situated in a cliff-top position around 150 
metres above Lynmouth. Barbrook is the other main settlement in the Parish, about a 
mile further south. 

 
1.2 Neighbourhood planning is a new way for communities to decide the future of the 

places where they live and work. The Plan is led by a small steering group of local 
representatives and will need to be approved by the local community in a referendum. 
Once approved, the Plan will be used to determine planning applications, in conjunction 
with the Exmoor Local Plan, and national policy. 

 
1.3 The SA is being carried out to fulfil the requirements of the Environmental Assessment 

of Plans and Programmes Regulations 20041. It incorporates sustainability appraisal and 
Strategic Environmental Assessment. The purpose of SA is to assess whether the Plan 
may have negative effects on a range of sustainability topics, and to consider 
alternatives to reduce any negative impact. The SA has been carried out by an 
independent consultant on the draft Neighbourhood Plan. The results of the SA and 
recommendations are reported to the Steering Group, who will decide on any changes 
that need to be made, before the Plan is consulted on, and finalised. 

 
1.4 The assessment used baseline data on the local environment, economy and 

communities to identify the current issues, trends and pressures on the parish. It 
analysed a range of environmental protection objectives established at international, 
European, national or local level, which are relevant to the Neighbourhood Plan, and 
how these objectives have been taken into account in the preparation of the draft Plan. 
The key challenges and issues for the Plan were then identified, and a sustainability 
framework was developed in consultation with the statutory agencies (Environment 
Agency, Natural England and English Heritage). This included sustainability objectives for 
the Plan in relation to natural resources, biodiversity and green infrastructure, climate 
change adaptation and flood risk, climate change mitigation, community wellbeing, 
economy and employment, cultural heritage and historic environment, and landscape. 

 
1.5 The SA tested the policies in the draft Plan against these sustainability objectives, and 

gave each one a score. Where a negative score was identified, recommendations were 
made to change this to a neutral or positive score. Other recommendations were also 
made where the SA identified opportunities that had been missed for the Plan to make a 
more positive contribution to the sustainability objectives. 

 
1.6 The SA has not identified any serious issues with the draft Plan, but a number of 

recommendations are made to avoid potential impacts, and help improve the Plan. 
These include: 

- stronger emphasis on the protection of the natural and historic built environment, and 
the National Park context  

                                           
1 Which transpose the requirements of the European Directive 2001/42/EC “on the assessment of the 

effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment” 
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- explanation of the relationship between the Neighbourhood Plan, and the Exmoor 
Local Plan, which it has to generally conform with 

- recognition of the issues relating to climate change adaptation, flood risk, and 
minimising greenhouse gas emissions 

- greater emphasis on opportunities for enhancement of the natural and historic built 
environment where these arise through development proposals, including new 
community assets 

- clearer justification for why business and storage space, rural buildings and land in 
commercial use outside the settlements and staff & seasonal workers would be 
allowed on greenfield sites adjoining the settlements even if sites within the 
settlements remain available (Policy ENV1) 

- consideration of the scale of development that would be considered, particularly in 
the context of new business development adjoining the settlements 

- further guidance to applicants on how they should comply with some of the policy 
requirements. 
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2. Introduction  
 
2.1 This is the Sustainability Appraisal Report of the Neighbourhood Plan for the parish of 

Lynton and Lynmouth, containing Lynton, Lynmouth and Barbrook (see Map 1). Lynton 
and Lynmouth are situated on the Exmoor coast with the settlement of Lynton situated 
in a cliff-top position around 150 metres above Lynmouth. Barbrook is the other main 
settlement in the Parish, about a mile further south.The Sustainability Appraisal is being 
carried out to fulfil the requirements of the Environmental Assessment of Plans and 
Programmes Regulations 20042. It incorporates sustainability appraisal and Strategic 
Environmental Assessment  

 
2.2    Neighbourhood planning3 is a new way for communities to decide the future of the 

places where they live and work. The Lyn Plan is a ‘frontrunner’ Neighbourhood Plan, 
and has been led by a small Steering Group of local representatives from the Town 
Council, North Devon Council, Devon County Council and the Lyn Community 
Development Trust, with the support of Exmoor National Park Authority as the Local 
Planning Authority. To ensure that the Plan is led by the community, a number of 
Neighbourhood Representatives have come forward to work together with small 
sections of the local community or work with groups such as businesses, services, clubs, 
and societies, or young people. This process enables the Town Council and wider 
community to build on previous engagement with the local community including the Lyn 
& Exmoor Community Plan (2006) to plan for the development needed for the long term 
sustainable future of the parish. The Plan is important because, if a vote at a referendum 
is successful, it will be a legal document and decisions on planning applications will be 
required to be made in accordance with the Neighbourhood Plan. 

 
2.3 Neighbourhood Plans are expected to be in conformity with Local Plans. The Exmoor 

National Park Local Plan was adopted in 2005. A new Local Plan4 for Exmoor is currently 
being prepared. A Sustainability Appraisal Scoping report for the Exmoor National Park 
Draft Core Strategy and Development Management Policies was produced and 
consulted on in 2010, including a sustainability appraisal framework to test policies 
against. This Sustainability Appraisal for the Lyn Plan has used a similar methodology and 
approach, to ensure consistency of the appraisal. 

 
2.4 The remaining sections of the Sustainability Appraisal Report cover the following: 

 The methodology for the SA (chapter 2) 

 The appraisal of the draft Plan policies against the sustainability framework, 
including recommendations for improving the sustainability of the Plan  
(chapter 3) 

 Assessment of strategic alternatives considered in the draft Plan (chapter 4) 
 
 

                                           
2 Which transpose the requirements of the European Directive 2001/42/EC “on the assessment of the 

effects of certain plans and programmes on the environment” 

3
 Localism Act 2011 

4
 The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 

  

 

http://www.lynplan.org.uk/Lynton-and-Lynmouth-Plan/about-us
http://www.lynplan.org.uk/Lynton-and-Lynmouth-Plan/neighbourhood-representatives
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Map 1 - Lynton and Lynmouth Parish 
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2. Methodology 
 
2.5 The Sustainability Appraisal was co-ordinated by an external consultant, with inputs 

from local community representatives and ENPA staff.  
 
2.6 A Sustainability Appraisal Scoping report was produced in August 2012 and consulted 

on. The Scoping Report outlines the methodology for the Sustainability Appraisal; 
describes the policy context including environmental and sustainability objectives; 
identified the sustainability issues to be considered; and sets out the sustainability 
appraisal framework. 

 
2.1 The Scoping Report identified a range of issues that the sustainability appraisal of the 

LynPlan would need to consider.  The Scoping Report also identified the SA framework 
for testing the emerging Neighbourhood Plan against. This is structured around eight 
topics, with a set of objectives, criteria and indicators for each (see Appendix 1):   

 Natural Resources 

 Biodiversity 

 Landscape 

 Cultural Heritage and Historic Environment 

 Climate Change Mitigation 

 Climate Change Adaptation 

 Community and Wellbeing 

 Economy and Employment 
 
2.2 The draft Lyn Plan has been assessed against this framework. The policies were scored 

using the system set out in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 – SA scoring system 
 

++ 
 

strongly positive 

+ Positive (with some opportunity for improvement) 
 

+/- Some positive elements but also potentially some 
negative impacts 

- Negative 
 

- - Strongly negative 
 

       0 Neutral 
 

 
2.3 The SA follows current guidance set out in ‘A practical guide to the Strategic 

Environmental Assessment Directive’ (ODPM 2006), and the ‘Sustainability Appraisal 
Advice Note’ (2010) produced by the Planning Advisory Service (PAS). The ‘DIY SA for 
Neighbourhood Plans’ by Levett-Therivel consultants has also been used. 
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3 Policy Appraisal 
 
3.1 This chapter summarises the conclusions of the appraisal of policies in the draft LynPlan 

(September 2012 version) and makes recommendations for amendments to the draft 
Plan to prevent significant effects on the environment. It fulfils the requirements of the 
Environmental Assessment Regulations (Schedule 2, points 6 and 7). 

 
3.2 A summary of the scores for each policy against the eight sustainability themes is given 

in table 2 below (refer to table 1 above for the scoring system). 
 
Table 2 – Summary scores for sustainability appraisal of draft LynPlan policies 
 

 
SA topics 
 

P1 ENV1 E1 E2-E6 E7 
E8 

E9 E10 
E11 

E12 H1-H4 S1-S3 

Natural 
resources  

0 – 
 

0 0 0 + – 
 

– 
 

+/- 0 

Biodiversity 
and Green 
Infrastructure 

0 +/- 0 0 0 0 0 – 
 

– 
 

0 

Climate change 
and adaptation 
to flood risk  

– 
 

– 
 

– 
 

0 0 0 – 
 

0 – 
 

+/- 
 

Climate change 
mitigation and 
energy 

– 
 

+ 0 0 0 +/- – – – 0 

Community 
wellbeing  

++ + + + + 0 + + ++ ++ 

Economy and 
employment 

++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ 

Cultural 
Heritage and 
Historic 
environment 

0 – 
 

– 
 

0 0 – 
 

– 
 

0 
 

– 
 

+ 

Landscape 
 

0 + + 0 + + – – – – 

 
 
3.3 The detailed assessments of each policy or groups of policies are given in Appendix 2. 

Many of the negative scores identified in the table above could become neutral, and 
some of the neutral scores could become positive, if the recommendations are 
accepted. 
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Policy P 1 – Overall Objectives for New Development 
 
3.4 Policy P1 is the primary policy of the Plan and sets out the overall objectives that new 

development is expected to make a positive contribution towards. The diagram on page 
3 provides a summary of the Plan’s objectives. More detailed objectives are also given 
for the local economy (para 3.2.10) and community (para 4.1.9). However, no additional 
objectives are given for the environment, although para 1.3.3 suggests that additional 
specific objectives would be included.  

 
3.5 On a point of clarification, it would be helpful to set out in the introduction to this policy 

what is meant by ‘new development’ – does this refer just to new build development, or 
to any forms of development that would require planning permission, including for 
example, change of use of existing buildings. This would clearly set out to applicants the 
types of development that would be covered by the policies in the Plan. There also 
needs to be consistency in how the terminology is used throughout the Plan, for 
example Policy ENV1 refers to ‘development’, but the supporting text refers to ‘new 
development’.  

 
3.6 Policy P1 scores strongly positive against the sustainability topics relating to economy 

and community, as it clearly sets out how new development is expected to contribute to 
these, and further detailed objectives are given in later sections of the Plan. However, 
despite including a bullet point on ‘making the most of and protecting the special 
environment’, the policy is only given a neutral score for the sustainability topics relating 
to natural resources, biodiversity, cultural heritage, and landscape, because there is no 
further detail in the Plan about the environment, what is special about it, and no specific 
objectives for the environment. A positive score could be given to these topics if the 
recommendations below are adopted. 

 
3.7 It is surprising that there is no reference in the draft Plan to climate change and flood 

risk, particularly given the history of flooding in Lynmouth and the devastating floods of 
1952. The risks of flooding both from the rivers and coastal flooding are still very real, 
and will need to be taken account of in planning decisions. In addition, all communities 
need to adapt to the changes in climate that are likely to happen, and to help mitigate 
future climate change through reducing greenhouse gas emissions, for example through 
energy efficiency measures and renewable energy technologies, or from sustainable 
modes of travel.  

 
3.8 Paragraphs 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 emphasise the importance of the environment and state that 

as protection and enhancement of the natural and built environment are well 
established in national planning policy, and for the National Park as a whole, there is no 
need to repeat these in the draft Plan. Whilst it is acknowledged that the Plan does not 
need to repeat national or local policies, there is insufficient information and signposting 
to these in the draft Plan, leading to a number of negative scores in the appraisal against 
the environmental topics. In particular, there is no explanation of the relationship 
between the adopted and emerging Exmoor Local Plan and the Neighbourhood Plan, 
and therefore no sign-posting for potential applicants to consider the relevant strategic 
policies in the emerging and adopted Exmoor Local Plan, which the Neighbourhood Plan 
has to be in conformity with.  Also, whilst subsequent sections of the draft Plan go on to 
set more detailed objectives for the local economy and community, no detailed 
environmental objectives are included. This gives a slightly unbalanced feel to the Plan 
despite the statement in para 1.2.7 that sustainable development in the parish will 
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‘meet our needs and create opportunities that are good for our economy, community 
and environment at the same time’. 

 
 

Recommendations for Policy P1 - Overall Objectives for New Development 

 
1. The text in section 3 on the environment should describe the special environment of the 

parish and identify the types of environmental resources and assets that should be 
protected, as well as explaining what is meant by ‘making the most of’ these  assets. This 
should cover the topics in the SSA Scoping report, including biodiversity, green 
infrastructure, landscape, natural resources, as well as the historic and built environment, 
and cultural heritage. More detailed objectives could also be set for the environment, 
particularly in relation to opportunities for enhancement.  

2. There should be a clear explanation of the relationship between the Neighbourhood Plan 
and the adopted and emerging Exmoor Local Plan. There should also be cross-reference to 
the more detailed policies in the adopted and emerging Exmoor Local Plan that would 
apply, particularly relating to the environmental resources and assets listed in 
recommendation 1. 

3. There should be some explanation of the implications of climate change within the parish, 
including adaptation requirements, flood risk and sea level rise, as well as the need to 
mitigate emissions of greenhouse gas emissions, through for example energy efficiency, 
renewable energy, and sustainable modes of transport. Cross-reference should also be 
made to the relevant policies in the adopted and emerging Exmoor Local Plan.  

 
 
 
Policy ENV 1 - Location of Development & Protection of Open Spaces 
 

3.9 In effect, Policy ENV 1 is the spatial strategy for the Plan, providing the policy approach 
to the location of development, including protection of open space. Previously 
developed (brownfield) sites within the settlements are identified as the preferred 
locations for development, subject to the tests of viability and deliverability set out in 
section 2 of the draft Plan. The development of greenfield infill sites within the 
settlements is also considered to be acceptable, provided these sites have no existing 
community use, or are not important to the character and quality of the local 
environment. The extension of the settlements onto adjoining greenfield sites is not 
supported by the Plan whilst the preferred sites within the settlements remain available 
(para 3.2.3). 

 
3.10 The policy approach to the location of development set out in policy ENV1 should score 

well in relation to sustainability objectives, as it is prioritising previously developed land 
within the settlements, which will reduce land take of greenfield sites, support the re-
use of existing buildings, and reduce the need to travel. However, there are some 
caveats to this approach, which are set out below, which have led to a negative score 
being given for some sustainability topics. A positive score could be given to these topics 
if the recommendations below are adopted.  

 
3.11 There is some discrepancy between the text and the policy in relation to development of 

greenfield sites adjoining the settlements. Para 3.2.2 states that ‘New development on 
sites which have not been previously developed – 'greenfield sites' – beyond the existing 
extent of the settlements is not well supported’, and para 3.2.3 states that such 
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development is not supported ‘whilst the preferred sites within the settlements remain 
available’. However, the policy adds an exception to this, stating that development 
proposals for business and storage space (E7 and E8), rural buildings and land in 
commercial use outside the settlements (E9) and staff & seasonal workers (H4) would be 
allowed on greenfield sites adjoining the settlements even if sites within the settlements 
remain available. This could potentially lead to significant land take. Some explanatory 
text is required to justify these exceptions. The policy could also be strengthened by 
being more clearly expressed as a hierarchy, if that is what is intended. The explanatory 
text should also indicate how applicants should demonstrate that they have complied 
with the hierarchy, and what evidence would be required to show that brownfield, infill 
developments are not available before greenfield or sites adjoining the settlements 
could be considered. How should applicants demonstrate that infill sites are not of 
community or environmental interest? 

 
3.12 A caveat is also needed over the preferred use of previously developed land for 

development, as some brownfield sites may have existing biodiversity interest, which 
would need to be taken into account before development was allowed. Policies in the 
adopted and emerging Exmoor Local Plan would seek to first avoid any impacts on 
biodiversity, and only if this was not possible, to mitigate or compensate for any 
impacts. The policy is silent on climate change adaptation, but flood risk could impact on 
how the hierarchy for the location of development is applied. The approach to 
management of flood risk is well established in national and local policies, but cross-
reference to the relevant plans and policies would help to ensure that potential conflicts 
are identified at an early stage and dealt with appropriately. 

 
3.13 The draft Plan also misses a number of opportunities to support environmental 

enhancement within the parish. For example, the SSA Scoping Report identified the 
wealth of historic environment assets, particularly within the settlements, which are an 
important element of local character and contribute to the distinctive townscapes.  The 
key issues identified in the SSA Scoping Report include the need to enhance some key 
buildings and heritage areas in Lynton and Lynmouth and also support public realm 
enhancements, which could be supported through the Plan through promotion of good 
design and use of local materials. Other opportunities include reflecting the economic 
potential of the historic environment which would chime well with the focus on 
strengthening the local economy. The reuse of historic buildings and adaptation of 
existing buildings can also be beneficial in climate change terms through retaining the 
embodied energy within existing buildings compared to constructing new ones. 

 
3.14 The policy is intended to avoid the loss of open space that is valued by the community or 

is important to the character and quality of the local environment. This scores well in 
relation to the environmental topics as such open spaces could be an important part of 
local biodiversity and green infrastructure networks, or contribute to landscape 
character. However, there is no means of identifying the open space that is referred to – 
either in terms of its importance to the community or to the environment – so it is 
unclear how they will be protected. The emerging Exmoor Local Plan will include a map 
which identifies open space valued for its importance to the community and to the 
environment, so a cross-reference should be made to this. Such mapping also provides 
the opportunity for the local community to identify local green space as suggested in the 
NPPF, which will be protected from development other than ‘in very special 
circumstances’. The local green space should be ‘local in character and in reasonably 
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close proximity to the communities it serves, and where the green area is demonstrably 
special to a local community and hold a particular local significance, for example 
because of its beauty, historic significance, recreational value (including as a playing 
field),tranquillity or richness of its wildlife’5.  

 

Recommendations for Policy ENV 1 - Location of Development & Protection of Open 
Spaces  
4.  Further explanation is needed for the exceptions in the policy relating to why business 

and storage space, rural buildings and land in commercial use outside the settlements 
and staff & seasonal workers would be allowed on greenfield sites adjoining the 
settlements even if sites within the settlements remain available. 

5.  Guidance is needed for applicants on how they should demonstrate that they have 
complied with the hierarchy, and what evidence would be required to show that 
brownfield, infill developments are not available before greenfield or sites adjoining 
the settlements could be considered, as well as how they should demonstrate that 
infill sites are not of community or environmental interest.  

6.  The policy hierarchy for location of development should take account of other policy 
constraints including impacts on any existing biodiversity interest of previously 
developed land; flood risk; and protection of the historic environment and townscape.  

7.  There should be encouragement for enhancement of the townscape and local 
distinctiveness through support public realm enhancements, reuse of existing 
buildings, good design, use of local materials and so on. 

8.  Cross-reference should be made to the emerging Exmoor Local Plan, which will include 
a map identifying open space valued for its importance to the community and to the 
environment, and locally important greenspace as defined in the NPPF. 

 
 
Policy E 1 – Local Economy  

 
3.15 The draft Plan emphasises the broad support for a strong local economy - greater 

positivity, flexibility, responsiveness, and encouraging innovation. Policy E1 sets out the 
Plan’s support for economic development and premises for business, providing the 
three criteria are met – that proposals do not have significant harmful impacts on the 
local community; visitors; and the natural and built environment. This needs to be an 
overarching policy that the other local economy policies cascade from, which would help 
change some of the negative scores in the appraisal of policies. 

 
3.16 Whilst the policy is positive in seeking to safeguard the interests of the community, 

visitors, and the natural and built environment, the criteria are very general and are 
open to interpretation as to what sort of impacts would be considered to be ‘significant’. 
This could lead to challenges and delays to economic development. Further explanation 
is needed in the text to guide decisions. Whilst the policy includes the built environment, 
it does not specifically cover wider assets of cultural heritage or historic environment 
(e.g. archaeological sites or historic landscapes), which has led to a number of negative 
scores relating to this sustainability topic. 

 

 
 

                                           
5
 NPPF, para 77 
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Recommendations for Policy E1 – Local economy 
9.    Policy E1 should be an overarching policy for the remaining economy policies. This 

would avoid some of the negative scores relating to the sustainability topics.  
10.   Further explanation is needed in the text to guide decisions relating to the significance 

of impacts on the community, visitors and the natural and built environment. 
Recommendation 1 may help in this regard by providing further details on what is 
special about the environment. 

11.  The third bullet point could be expanded to include the historic and built environment, 
to ensure that the full range of historic and cultural assets are considered. 

 
 
Policies E2 – E6 
E 2 - Change of Use of Hotels & Guest Houses 
E 3 – Loss of High Street Uses 
E 4 – Change of Use of Shops 
E5 – Other Tourist Facilities       
E 6 - Temporary Uses 
 
3.17 The draft Plan recognises that tourism is a core component of the local economy, and 

strongly supports strengthening, diversifying and consolidating the tourist sector. The 
policies cover change of use of hotels and guest houses, high street uses, temporary 
uses and use of other tourist facilities. The policies  are intended to provide maximum 
flexibility to respond to changing economic conditions, and therefore score positively in 
relation to sustainability objectives for economy and employment. They also score 
positively for community wellbeing as they support changes of use that would provide 
equal or greater benefits for the local community, including for example providing 
affordable and primary residence housing.  
 

3.18 As these policies relate to change of use, there are unlikely to be major implications for 
environmental topics, such as the use of natural resources or impacts on landscape and 
wildlife.  Any potential impacts on protected species such as bats would be covered by 
legislation and the adopted and emerging Exmoor Local Plan. Policy E1 requires 
proposals to not have significant harmful impacts on the natural environment. 

 
3.19 There are some potential implications for climate change mitigation. For example, 

change of use from a hotel to a house may reduce emissions as there would be fewer 
people, it could also reduce travel. Conversely, change of use from a house to a hotel or 
guest house could increase emissions. However, the policies are silent on any 
implications for climate change. Reference to climate change implications should be 
made up front in the Plan (see recommendation 3). 

 
3.20 Policy E6 allows for temporary uses of buildings and open spaces for organised events. 

This could lead to significant increases in traffic and therefore emissions, there could 
also be noise implications. The policy guards against any significant harmful effects on 
the visitor experience or amenities of neighbouring residents. However, it does not 
provide equivalent safeguards for any potential environmental impacts, for example on 
landscape or wildlife, although due to the temporary nature of the use these may not be 
significant. An equivalent clause is needed in the policy to provide environmental 
safeguards, or it should be made clear that Policy E1 (which requires proposals to not 
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have significant harmful impacts on the natural environment) is an overarching policy 
and would apply in these circumstances, as proposed in recommendation 9. 

 
 

Recommendations for Policy E6 - Temporary Uses 
12.     Additional safeguards are needed in relation to Policy E6 to avoid significant harmful 

impacts on the natural, historic and built environment, either through an additional a 
criteria or through E1 as an overarching policy 

 
 

Policies E7 – E8 
E 7 - Business Space 
E 8 – Storage 

 
3.21 These policies are intended to provide flexibility in the provision of business space and 

storage for businesses who need to expand, or wish to locate in the parish. They scored 
positively in relation to economy topics, as they  address an identified need through 
providing new business and storage space and preventing loss of existing premises (no 
net loss). The interests of local residents are safeguarded, and the loss of business or 
storage space is not supported unless it is replaced, or the alternative provides benefits 
to the local community. The surrounding rural landscape and its setting are also 
safeguarded.  
 

3.22 There are no equivalent safeguards for other environmental assets although the building 
of new business space or storage facilities could potentially impact on local wildlife 
habitats and on the historic and built environment, including its setting. Designated 
wildlife and heritage sites will be protected by national legislation and policies in the 
adopted and emerging Exmoor Local Plan. However, an additional safeguard could be 
included by ensuring that the requirement in policy E1 for proposals to not have 
significant harmful impacts on the natural and built environment is seen as an 
overarching policy and if this includes the historic environment (see recommendations 9 
and 11). 

 
3.23 The provision of new business or storage space within and adjoining the settlements will 

be constrained by areas of flood risk, particularly in Lynmouth and Barbrook. New 
premises could also lead to increased transport through deliveries or other traffic 
movements, with consequent implications for climate change mitigation. This is not 
referenced, although it would be covered by national policy and the adopted and 
emerging Exmoor Local Plan (see recommendations 2 and 3). 
 

 
Policy E 9 - Rural Buildings and Land in Commercial Use Outside the Settlements 

 
3.24 This policy deals with development associated with existing buildings or land that is 

already in commercial use in the countryside. This could help to strengthen the local 
economy, providing it does not conflict with agriculture and other land-based activities. 
The policy will support the sustainability topics relating to natural resources, as it 
encourages the reuse of existing buildings, reducing the need for new resources or land 
take. New business development on land already in commercial use outside the 
settlements will also be supported providing this enhances the overall environment of 
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the site.  The policy includes criteria to ensure that proposals do not have significant 
harmful impacts on the surrounding rural landscape, and the text recognises that 
isolated or prominent buildings may not be suitable for conversion. The interests of 
neighbouring residents are also safeguarded. 

 
3.25 There is no specific reference to the protection of biodiversity, although reuse of 

buildings and new development on land already in commercial use could potentially 
impact on wildlife and habitats. However, Policy E1 requires proposals to not have 
significant harmful impacts on the natural environment, which could provide adequate 
safeguards (see recommendation 9). Designated wildlife sites such as SSSIs, SACs will be 
protected by national legislation and policies in the adopted and emerging Exmoor Local 
Plan (see recommendation 2). 

 
3.26 There is also no reference to climate change adaptation and flood risk, although the 

provision of new development on land already in commercial use could be constrained 
by areas of flood risk, particularly in Lynmouth and Barbrook. In relation to climate 
change mitigation, the reuse of buildings is positive in terms of embodied energy. 
However, the provision of new development on land already in commercial use could 
lead to increased transport through deliveries or other traffic movements which could 
increase emissions. Reference should be made to climate change issues and relevant 
policies in the adopted and emerging Exmoor Local Plan (see recommendation 3). 

 
3.27 The policy supports reuse of farm and rural buildings. Many of these are traditional, and 

are important features in the landscape. Reuse of such buildings can ensure their 
continued maintenance and viability. However, unsympathetic uses or renovations can 
also damage or destroy important features and details. The policy is silent on protection 
of the architectural and historic fabric of such buildings, or their contribution to historic 
landscapes. 

 

Recommendations for Policy E 9 - Rural Buildings and Land in Commercial Use Outside the 
Settlements 
13.     Additional safeguards are needed in relation to Policy E9 to avoid significant harmful 

impacts on the historic and built environment, through an additional  criterion on 
conservation of the architectural and historic importance of existing traditional 
buildings. 

 
 
Policies E10-E11 
E 10 - Parking  
E 11 – Temporary Parking 
 
3.28 These policies cover parking provision within the settlements including temporary 

provision at peak times such as the high season for the tourism industry, or during 
events. This is a key issue for local communities and businesses, and the draft Plan aims 
to use new development opportunities to provide parking in more efficient and better 
managed ways. Additional parking capacity through temporary parking is also supported 
subject to criteria. The policy does not cover areas of informal parking and parking by 
land in transitory use, but there is no explanation of what is meant by this. 
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3.29 Policy E10 is intended to retain the capacity of available parking in the settlements. Loss 
of parking is not supported unless capacity is provided elsewhere which could 
potentially involve some land take, although there is unlikely to be a significant overall 
net loss of land. New development will be expected to demonstrate how any additional 
parking requirements generated will be accommodated, however the policy does not 
require an assessment of the environmental impacts of additional parking for example 
on emissions and air quality. There is no specific reference to biodiversity, landscape or 
the historic and built environment, although new parking provision could potentially 
impact on habitats, (particularly any existing wildlife interest on brownfield sites), and 
on landscape character and townscape. Similarly, the environmental impacts of any 
additional temporary parking provision are not considered. 

 
3.30 Some existing car parking provision is in areas of flood risk, although car parks are 

considered to be a less vulnerable use. Temporary car parking provision includes use of 
Manor Green in Lynmouth during the height of the summer season.  Any extension of 
such temporary uses would need to be assessed in the light of flood risk including 
coastal change and long term sea level rise. 

 

Recommendations for E10 and E11 - parking 
14.    Policies E10/E11 should ensure that there is no unacceptable environmental impact 

arising from parking provision including impacts on landscape, wildlife, cultural heritage, 
historic environment, and greenhouse gas emissions arising from provision of additional 
parking. Reference should be made to Policy E1 and the adopted and emerging Exmoor 
Local Plan. 

15.    Policies E10/E11 should ensure that there is no unacceptable risk of flooding. 
 

 
 
E 12 - Lynton & Barnstaple Railway 
 
3.31 A narrow gauge railway once operated between Lynton and Barnstaple, although this 

closed in the 1930s. A short section has been reopened at the former Woody Bay Station 
in 2004, as a tourist attraction, with long term plans to reinstate the full length of the 
former railway. The railway could give an economic boost to the area through additional 
tourism and in the long term could provide an alternative transport option into 
Barnstaple. Reinstatement of an existing line will contribute to local heritage, although 
the policy does not specifically refer to replicating traditional elements of the railway or 
using traditional skills and materials for example. Policy E12 supports reinstatement of 
the railway providing this is feasible, viable, and that proposals do not significantly 
impact on the wider visitor experience or on the amenities of residents and other 
neighbouring uses. 

 
3.32 Reinstatement of the railway would require land take, although it would primarily follow 

the line of the old railway. This would help to avoid impacts on archaeology and 
landscape. There is likely to be some existing biodiversity value on the old railway line. 
Reinstatement of the railway would therefore have some impacts on biodiversity, 
although it is difficult to assess the significance without further information. Extension of 
the line from the site of the old station into Lynton would also require land take and 
impacts on archaeology, biodiversity, landscape and so on would need to be assessed.  
Reinstatement of the railway could generate significant levels of traffic at Blackmoor 
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Gate, although conversely this could offset impacts of traffic into the settlements 
through park and ride. Overall impacts on air quality are difficult to determine without 
further information. Construction of the railway would require significant amounts of 
materials and potentially generate site waste. All these issues would be considered in 
detail when a specific proposal is put forward, through an Environmental Impact 
Assessment. 

 

Recommendations for Policy E 12 - Lynton & Barnstaple Railway 
16.    There should be reference in Policy E12 to the potential environmental impact of the 

railway including on natural resources, landscape, wildlife, cultural heritage and 
greenhouse gas emissions. Cross-reference should be made to the adopted and 
emerging Exmoor Local Plan. 

17.    Policy E12 should encourage opportunities to restore and reflect the heritage of the 
former railway. 

 
 
Policies H1- H4 
H1 – Affordable Housing 
H2 – Primary Residence Housing 
H3 – Local Connection 
H4 - Staff and Seasonal Workers 
 
3.33 The draft Plan identifies the provision of affordable housing as one of its key objectives. 

The policies focus on the provision of affordable housing (H1), and other types of 
housing is only supported where this is the primary residence of the household living in 
it (H2), and is needed to subsidise affordable housing or other development directly 
benefiting the community. These restrictions are aimed at making the best use of 
existing buildings and land, due to the limited capacity of available land for 
development. 

 
3.34 The policies are aimed at supporting the local community and economy, as set out in the 

objectives in para 4.1.9. They specifically encourage affordable housing for local needs, 
to enable people to live and work locally, and particularly to retain and encourage young 
people and families to provide a local workforce. Policy H3 focuses on providing for 
people with a local connection, including a person who needs to live close to their work, 
and for carers who have an essential need to live close to another person. Policy H4 
covers the accommodation needs of staff and seasonal workers, reflecting the 
importance of the tourism industry as an employer. There is also specific reference to 
meeting the needs of younger people, particularly families - para 4.2.3 states that starter 
homes and family homes with adequate gardens or shared greenspace are priorities for 
the community, in order to retain and attract young families. There is also reference to 
supporting downsizing to cater for the needs of older people – para 4.2.13 refers to 
primary residence homes for downsizing. Locating new housing within or adjoining the 
settlements will also help people to access local services and facilities, and reduce the 
need to travel. 

 
3.35 Policy H4 provides for accommodation for staff and seasonal workers where sufficient 

accommodation is not available, providing a need can be demonstrated, although there 
is no guidance on how this would be demonstrated. It requires the new accommodation 
to be provided on the site of the business concerned, and if this is not feasible then the 
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accommodation can be provided within or adjoining the settlements. The plan is silent in 
relation to the scale of development that would be permitted, which could potentially 
lead to significant impacts in relation to land take and resource use. 

 
3.36 The policies cover the tenure of affordable housing and who it is for. They do not cover 

what type of housing should be built, or any design issues including resource use, 
sustainable construction, local vernacular, traditional building materials, scale and form, 
energy efficiency and so on. Transport implications are not specifically covered, although 
locating new housing within or adjoining the settlements will also help people to access 
local services and facilities, and reduce the need to travel. There is also no reference to 
the issues of climate change adaptation or flood risk, although these are important 
considerations within the settlements. Any proposals would need to meet national 
policy (NPPF) and the policies in the adopted and emerging Exmoor Local Plan (see 
recommendation 3). 

 
3.37 Para 4.2.3 states that starter homes and family homes with adequate gardens or shared 

greenspace are priorities for the community, in order to retain and attract young 
families. There is nothing in the policies relating to biodiversity, green infrastructure, or 
landscape impacts, although these would be covered by policies in the adopted and 
emerging Exmoor Local Plan (see recommendation 2). Policy H4 allows provision of 
accommodation adjoining the settlements which potentially could impact on 
biodiversity (for example through loss of habitat or impact on protected species) and on 
landscape character or visual amenity.  

 
3.38 Within the settlements, the change of use of existing buildings or new building could 

have impacts on the cultural and built environment, for example in relation to 
architectural and historic interest of existing buildings, townscape, street scene, local 
distinctiveness and so on. Conversely, a well designed scheme could provide 
opportunities for enhancement of these assets. Cross-reference should be made to the 
relevant policies in the adopted and emerging Exmoor Local Plan (see recommendation 
2). 

 

Recommendations for Policies H1- H4 Housing 
18. Policy H4 should include reference to the scale of development that would be considered 

acceptable, particularly for any proposals located on land adjoining the settlements or in 
the open countryside. 

19. Reference should be made to design and sustainable construction considerations, covered 
by the adopted and emerging Exmoor Local Plan. 

20. Reference should be made to the protection of biodiversity and green infrastructure, and 
the provision of public and/or private greenspace within the policies to support the 
priority outlined in para 4.2.3.  

 
 
Policies S1-S3 
S1 - Loss of Services and Facilities 
S2 – New services and Facilities 
S3 – Community Assets 
 
3.39 The draft Plan recognises that local communities need to be self-reliant, particularly 

given their remote location. The retention and enhancement of local services and 
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facilities is therefore very important. Policies S1-S3 support the retention of existing 
services and facilities and provision of new ones, including community assets which will 
also support the local economy and employment for example in relation to shops, petrol 
stations, services and so on, which are all important local employers. 

 
3.40 The policies support the retention of existing services and facilities which could include 

notable buildings such as the Town Hall, which provide an important contribution to 
landscape character and townscape. The provision of new services, facilities and 
community assets would need to take into account any potential impacts on landscape, 
townscape, streetscene, setting and so on, although this would be covered by policies in 
the adopted and emerging Exmoor Local Plan (see recommendation 2). There may also 
be opportunities for enhancement of landscape character, townscape and notable 
buildings through replacement or provision of new services. 

 
3.41 Policy S3 refers to the creation of new community assets including land. Potentially this 

could include elements of green infrastructure including open green space which is also 
of value for biodiversity. The policies could also support new community assets which 
provide opportunities to explore and celebrate local culture, heritage and community 
diversity. However, no specific reference is made to this. 

 
3.42 There is no reference to the issues of climate change adaptation or flood risk, although 

these are important considerations within the settlements.  Any proposals would need 
to meet national policy (NPPF) and the policies in the adopted and emerging Exmoor 
Local Plan (see recommendation 3). There could potentially be a loss of services and 
facilities due to sea level rise and coastal change. Policy S1 allows these to be replaced. 
S2 supports the provision of new services and facilities providing these do not have a 
harmful impact on the amenities of residents and other neighbouring uses. This could 
include increased flood risk, but there is no specific reference to this. 

 
3.43 The draft Plan is also silent on climate change and energy implications. However, the 

policies are aimed at protecting existing services and facilities and encouraging new 
ones. This will help the settlements to be more self-sufficient and resilient, and reduce 
the need to travel. Opportunities to contribute to climate change mitigation through 
renewable energy, including potential community schemes, are not identified, although 
these could provide beneficial community assets. 

 

Recommendations for Policies S1-S3 – Community Services, Facilities and Assets  
 
21. Reference should be made to opportunities for enhancement of landscape character, 

townscape and notable buildings through replacement or provision of new services, 
facilities and community assets. 

22. Reference should be made to opportunities for new community assets including green 
infrastructure, open space, biodiversity enhancements, community renewable energy, and 
opportunities to celebrate local culture, heritage and community diversity.  

23. Policy S2 should include safeguards against impacts on the natural, built and historic 
environment, and reference to the need to consider climate change adaptation and flood 
risk implications. 
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3. Strategic Alternatives 
 
3.1 The SEA Directive requires the SA process to consider reasonable alternatives, taking 

into account the objectives and geographical scope of the plan. However, it is 
important to note that only reasonable, realistic and relevant alternatives should be 
put forward, taking into account resource implications. 

 
3.2 The draft Plan focuses on two key issues identified in the Lyn and Exmoor Vision 

(2006) and further consultation - the need for 'local needs' housing and other 
development that will help strengthen local communities such as business or 
community space.  However, the strategic alternatives available for the draft Plan are 
constrained, particularly in the context of the National Park, where the statutory 
duties to conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage and 
promote understanding and enjoyment of the special qualities, have a strong 
influence on development and change. The National Park Authority does however 
have a duty to promote the social and economic wellbeing of local communities. 

 
3.3 The draft Plan is also constrained by the location and geography of the parish, with the 

two main settlements of Lynton and Lynmouth in particular being constrained by the 
sea on one side, steep cliffs, and deeply incised river valleys. The availability of suitable 
land for development is therefore limited, particularly when combined with other 
constraints such as flood risk, landscape sensitivity, or wildlife and historic interests. 

 
3.4 During the early stages of preparation of the Plan, a call for sites was made. However, 

no sites came forward, and consequently there are no site allocations in the draft Plan. 
The SA does not therefore assess site specific issues or alternatives. 

 
3.5 The strategic alternatives considered in preparation of the Plan therefore focus on 

policy options. The provision of affordable housing is a high priority, and the options 
that were considered were a low growth option of meeting only needs, and a high-
growth option of meeting demand.  

 
3.6 The low growth option would score positively in relation to the sustainability topics as 

it would focus on providing for local community needs, and would require limited 
landtake with subsequent low risk of impacts on the environmental topics. However, 
this option would be unlikely to promote a strong local economy, and there could also 
be issues of viability and deliverability given the current economic situation and lack of 
grant funding for affordable housing.  

 
3.7 The high growth option of meeting demand would score positively in relation to the 

local economy and community topics, as it would be responding to market demands. 
However, given the high level of demand for open market housing, it would be likely 
to lead to impacts on the environmental topics including landtake, landscape, 
biodiversity and historic environment, which would not be acceptable within the 
National Park context, and so is not considered to be a realistic alternative.  

 
3.8 The draft Plan takes an approach somewhere in the middle of the two strategic 

alternatives, as it seeks to meet needs and create the right sort of opportunities. This 
helps to balance the scores across the sustainability topics, by focusing on meeting an 
identified need for affordable housing for local people, within the context of 
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protecting and enhancing the environment, but with some flexibility to allow ‘primary 
residence housing’ to provide cross subsidy for affordable housing or other 
development directly benefiting the community, which will help with viability and 
deliverability. The Plan also seeks to create the right conditions to support the local 
economy through providing more flexibility for businesses and their development 
needs, as well as ensuring a local supply of labour. 

 
3.9 The draft Plan prioritises development within the settlements, on brownfield sites, 

before any greenfield infill sites are considered, or sites adjoining the settlements. This 
approach also helps to balance the scores across the sustainability topics, particularly 
if applied as a hierarchy, provided safeguards are in place to protect any other policy 
constraints including impacts on any existing biodiversity interest of previously 
developed land; flood risk; and protection of the historic environment and townscape. 



      Appendix 1 – Viability Assessment

Introduction

Viability is a central, material consideration when assessing 
development proposals.  A key element of the Plan is to set out 
a recognised basis for assessing viability, which can be used as 
the basis for realistic and transparent negotiations on the 
content of proposals brought forward.  To do this requires the 
establishment of a fair and open method of appraising viability.  

This is consistent with the National Planning Policy Framework, 
which requires that the viability of plan policies must be tested 
and set out clearly in the plans, and that applications consider 
viability8. 

This appendix sets out the principles of assessing development 
viability, and their use in the policies of this Plan, particularly 
policies E2 and H2.

The appraisal of any development proposal brings together 
consideration of:

• Viability

• Risk 

• Finance

• Affordability

8 NPPF para 173-175

To be NPPF para 173-175, the value of any completed project 
must exceed the nett cost of its development.  This applies 
whether the developer is selling the completed home, or is 
providing it for rent long term.  It also applies whether the 
development is for a profit making organisation or not:  the 
only difference in that case is whether or not a profit margin is 
included in the appraisal.

Development carries risk, primarily in relation to costs, time 
and quality in the development stage, and sales or rental 
income following completion.  The higher the risk, the higher 
the target profit margin or more cautious appraisal 
assumptions used.  

Finance needs to be considered under two broad headings:

• Type: debt, equity or grant

• Short or long term

Virtually all housing developments are debt financed, both for 
the developers and the owners of the completed homes.  
Private house builders buy land, build homes and sell them.  
Their activities are largely debt financed through that 
development period.  Similarly, most purchasers of housing for 
sale will require a mortgage.  Landlords of rented property will 
require long term finance.

The costs of a development need to be looked at both in terms 
of capital and revenue.  Capital costs are those costs incurred 
in developing the home.  Revenue costs are those associated 
with managing and maintaining a rented property.
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An important element of viability is the affordability of the 
completed development to the local market – this is particularly 
important in relation to the Plan area, where affordability is a 
major issue for local people on low or average incomes.  This is 
the same whether the properties are developed to be sold 
outright or rented in the long term.  Thus affordability covers 
all tenure types.

Key Elements of a Viability Assessment

As outlined above, to be viable, the value of any completed 
development must exceed the nett cost of its development.

Costs

The costs of development are built up from the following broad 
headings:

• Land purchase price

• Build costs, including general contractor’s overhead and 
profit, cost of defects warranty, etc.

• On-costs, which comprise:

• Professional fees:  architect, surveyor, engineer, site 
investigation, CDM assessor, etc.

• Statutory fees and costs:  planning permission fee, 
Building Regulations fee, highways bond, services 
connections and bonds, etc.

• Finance charges through the development period

• For housing for sale, sales costs, e.g. agent’s fees.

• Development Interest

• It is usual for the development to be funded by debt 
during the development period. The cost of this funding 
in terms of interest is included as part of the 
development cost. 

Value

Set against the overall cost of development is the value of the 
site.  This is measured as a combination of sales income, rental 
income and grant or other income.   

Sales income can be achieved in a number of ways. Housing for 
outright sale can be at close to full market value for primary 
residence housing, or at a discounted price to reflect 
restrictions on its use – such as local occupancy conditions.   
The market value of a new home for sale is dictated largely by 
values of similar properties in that location.  Where the price is 
discounted, it is normal practice to ensure that that discount is 
not solely for the benefit of the first purchaser.  That is 
normally achieved by selling on a shared equity basis, where 
the purchaser acquires the freehold of the property, and 
discount from full market value is represented as a charge on 
the property which applies to future transactions.  This can also 
be called a resale price covenant.

Sales income can also be achieved through shared ownership, 
which is also known as HomeBuy.  This is a way of buying a 
stake in a property where a resident cannot afford to buy it 
outright.  The capital premium on the lease can be anything 
from 25-75% of the market value.  A rent equivalent to 2.75-
3.0% of the “un-bought” proportion is then payable.  If 75% 
equity has been bought, then the rent is based on 25% of the 
value; if 25% bought, the rent is based on 75%.
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Rental income can also be achieved in a number of ways.  The 
main types are social rent, affordable rent and market rent.  
The rent that can be achieved on a particular development is 
largely driven by affordability in that location. 

Social rent has been the default form of rented affordable 
housing to date.  This comprises homes owned and managed 
by Registered Providers, where rent levels are determined with 
reference to the National Rent Regime.  Homes are let on an 
Assured Tenancy basis, where the tenant has security of tenure 
for an indefinite period.

Homes for affordable rent are also owned and managed by RPs, 
but rent levels are determined with reference to local market 
rents rather than the National Rent Regime.  They are let on an 
assured tenancy basis.  Affordable rent levels can be up to 80% 
of the 30% decile of local market rents.

Market rents are generally let on Assured Shorthold tenancies, 
at whatever rent can be achieved in relation to local 
comparables.  Yields can fluctuate dramatically, both because of 
volatility in local rent levels and trends in house prices.  

Where a property is sold or rented at less than its full market 
value, subsidy is required.  This can be in the form of grant to 
offset development costs, by discounting the site value to 
reflect the restriction on the value of the completed scheme.  In 
larger schemes, which comprise a mix of market value and 
affordable housing, it is possible to “cross-subsidise”, where 
profits on the market value properties are used to subsidise the 
affordable – leading to a reduction in the overall land value of 
the whole scheme.

Grant funding through the Homes & Communities Agency 
(HCA) is not essential, but organisations have relied on funding 
from it in order to develop affordable housing.  

The level of grant funding from the HCA has been severely 
reduced, although that has been offset to a significant extent 
by the ability to increase rents from “social rents” in 
accordance with the National Rent Regime, to “affordable rents” 
of up to 80% of local market rents. Grants from the HCA 
Affordable Homes Programme can be accessed by Registered / 
Investment Providers that develop regularly, and also through 
single project applications for small organisations, through the 
Community Grants Programme, a funding stream is aimed 
specifically at community led housing projects. 

In the past, local authorities have also funded affordable 
housing, with grant regimes similar to the HCA’s, but this has 
largely ceased.  There may be opportunities in the future, for 
local authorities to provide funding from the proceeds of New 
Homes Bonus.

This is a time of great change in the delivery of affordable 
housing, for providers and tenants. Things may change 
significantly through the life of the Plan. Where grant may be 
available for affordable housing which would meet the needs of 
the community it should be pursued as in order to achieve 
greatest benefit for the community.

Viability assessments through the 
development & planning process

Obviously, any potential development must review viability 
throughout the development process.  It is normal to undertake 
appraisals not only before purchase negotiations, but similarly 
before acquisition and before building work commences.

Similarly, the viability assessment must be considered before a 
planning application is submitted.  It is good practice to 
produce the viability assessment to inform consideration of any 
pre-application submission or informal discussions with the 
planning authority.
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Open book Viability assessment is a vital component of this 
Plan. It is required that viability assessments are available to 
be checked by all as a central part of the planning application. 
This means that viability assessments will not be treated as 
confidential. 

Techniques & Tools

In assessing a development, the financial viability comparing 
nett cost with value, can be calculated using the following 
equation:

Cost of Development X

Less Grant income (x)

Other funding (x)

Sales income – market value sales (x)

Sales income – Shared Ownership (x)

NPV of rental streams (x)

Surplus/(Deficit) on development Y

To be financially viable, the result Y should always be positive. 
If the result Y is negative, the site value is less than the cost of 
development and indicates that the development is not 
financially viable.

In terms of value, the value of homes for sale is relatively 
straightforward, i.e. the sales prices that can be achieved in 
local housing market conditions, subject to any occupancy 
conditions, less development period finance charges and the 
costs of marketing and sales.  

Calculating the value of a rented home is more difficult. The 
value of these homes can be calculated by projected forward 
the income and expenditure of the homes over time and then 
discounting these cash flows back to today’s value. The cash 
flows are discounted to recognise that the same money in 30 
years time is worth less than it would be today. This is known 
as a Discounted Cash Flow (DCF).  The result of this DCF is 
known as the Nett Present Value (NPV). 

The key elements in a NPV calculation are rental income and 
voids levels combined with expenditure on management, 
responsive repairs and long-term renewal of components such 
as heating and electrical installations, kitchens, doors, 
windows, roofs, etc.  It is usual for the expenditure to be 
expressed as an amount per unit per annum.  

These elements are annualised in a cash flow and projected 
forward for at least 30 years to recognise that homes, if 
properly maintained, will last a lifetime.   

Inherent in the NPV calculation is the Discount Rate.  That is 
the rate that is used to bring the future cash flows back to 
today’s value. This is always expressed as a fraction. This 
should reflect the risk and return that an organisation is 
expecting from a particular project. Many organisations will use 
the cost of funding as the discount rate. 

There is a broad range of viability tools.  Some of these are 
publicly available, such as the HCA Development Appraisal Tool 
and the Three Dragons Appraisal Tool.  In addition, most house 
builders and surveyors will have their own, bespoke appraisal 
tools.
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It is felt that the most appropriate appraisal tool for use in the 
Plan area is that published by the Community Land Trust Fund.  
This is designed for use in small projects such as will be 
brought forward in the Plan area, and is recognised for use in 
rural locations.  

The approach outlined above is used in the CLTF appraisal tool, 
which can be accessed using the following link: 
www.cltfund.org.uk/tool.  The web site also provides 
comprehensive guidance notes on how to use the tool.

This example is based on development by a non-profit 
distributing organisation such as a Community Land Trust.  It 
also assumes no land value, but the tool can be used “in 
reverse” to generate a residual site value.  In this example, the 
surplus generated equates to the residual site value.  If the 
appraisal is for a commercial developer, then part of the surplus 
would be a contribution to gross profit, which would reduce the 
residual site value.

Technical Assumptions

Before running any appraisal, it is necessary to establish 
appropriate assumptions to be used in the DCF appraisal.

Capital costs comprise:

• Construction costs, including provisions for sub-structures 
(foundations etc), superstructure (the building and its 
fixtures / fittings), external works and infrastructure – some 
of which may be off-site.

• On-costs, including services connections, adoption bonds, 
professional and statutory fees. 

In developments for sale, it will be necessary to take account 
of:

• Development period interest

• Sales and marketing costs – advertising, agents’ fees, etc

• For Shared Ownership/HomeBuy or Shared Equity, the 
percentage of equity sold

• For Shared Ownership/HomeBuy, the rental yield on the “un-
bought” percentage of the equity.

Revenue assumptions for rental developments comprise:

• Development period interest rate

• Long term loan finance interest rate 

• Bond interest rate or investor yield

• Length of loan/bond

• Discount rate:  it is important to differentiate between 
nominal and real (less inflation) discount rate

• Management cost per unit

• Maintenance cost per unit

• Building fund/Major Repairs contribution:  this is normally 
expressed as a percentage of the initial construction cost

• Rental basis:  whether social rent (at target rent), affordable 
rent or market rent; the CLTF appraisal tool calculates the 
target rent.  Market rents can be established from local 
surveyors, or data such as Hometrack or Rightmove.  
Affordable rents can be up to 80% of market rents, but to be 
affordable must be within the Local Housing Allowance for 
benefit purposes.

• Provision for voids and bad debts – i.e. lost rent due to the 
property being empty or between tenancies, or if arrears 
cannot be recovered
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• Annual inflation in rental income, management costs and 
maintenance costs.

Lynton and Lynmouth Town Council and Exmoor National Park 
authority will maintain an up-to-date source of technical 
assumptions to be used as a starting point for viability 
assessments produced to meet the requirements of the this 
Plan.
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Worked Example

As an example, we have entered values for a hypothetical 
scheme in the CLTF appraisal tool.  The scheme is based on a 6 
unit development of 3 bedroom houses. It is a mixed tenure 
site, 2 primary residence properties for sale at £200,000 and 4 
properties to be rented at affordable rents at 80% of market 
rents.  The market rents have been assumed to be £160 per 
week, and the affordable rent set at 80% of that, i.e. £128.  
We have assumed a build cost of £1200/m2 and taken the 
default values in the CLT model for all other variables.  

It is important to understand what is included in – and 
excluded from – a build cost figure.  Using a house of 80m2 
floor area as an example, a typical rural developer on a smaller 
site, building to a reasonable environmental standard such as 
Code for Sustainable Homes Level 3, might expect to be able to 
build the house for £72000 or £900/m2. External works, roads, 
sewers, etc. could account for an additional £10,000, 
professional fees £4,000, and statutory fees, bonds and 
charges £2,000.  In addition, if the developer uses a general 
contractor, the contractor requires a contribution to overheads 
and profit – say £8,000.  If a house builder is developing the 
site, that comes out of the house builder’s gross profit – 
typically 20-25%. This brings us to an all-in figure of £96,000 
i.e. 1,200/m2.  That is the rate that is used in this appraisal. 
Factors such as the use of modern methods of construction or 
involvement of social enterprises can help reduce build cost. 
Part of the viability assessment will be to ensure that suggested 
build costs are reasonable and well justified. 

The following outcomes are shown on the key KPI table above.

• The development cost is £687,091.  If sales income of 
£400,000 is deducted, £287,091 will need to be funded from 
long term finance.  The interest on this debt will need to be 
funded from the rental streams.

• The Net Present Value of 4 rental units is £376,824 over 30 
years resulting in the scheme being in surplus by £89,733.

• As noted above, this assumes no land value and no 
developer’s profit.

• An important consideration is the cash flow deficits in the 
early years of a development.  In this instance, cash deficits 
totalling £6,951 will be achieved in the first 5 years.  the 
developer of the rented housing must be able to sustain 
those early years’ revenue losses.

• This appraisal achieves an interest cover of 2.19.  This means 
that the surpluses achieved are over double the interest 
charge and is a very positive position.

• The model assumes a mortgage is taken out at the end of the 
development period for £287,091.  The surpluses generated 
by the 4 rental units means that the debt could be repaid in 
year 21.
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Lynton & Lynmouth Neighbourhood Plan

The 'Lyn Plan'
What's been going on?

In 2011 we found out that Lynton and Lynmouth had been chosen to write one of England's 
first Neighbourhood Plans. A Neighbourhood Plan is a local version of the sort of plan that 
planners use to decide planning applications. If it is adopted by the community, it will be used 
to decide planning  applications instead of the Exmoor National Park Authority's own Plan for  
the sorts of development it covers.

A questionnaire went out to every household in the parish, asking about what should appear 
in the Plan, and over 125 people responded. Local businesses gave their views, and a variety 
meetings were held. Local people and businesses were concerned about the future of the area 
– that the local economy needs to do better, that local people need to find houses they can 
afford to live in, and that local services should be maintained. They were also proud of where 
they live and work - that we are a good community live in, self-reliant and able to solve many 
of our own problems, and lucky enough to live in a stunning local environment.

Over the summer, taking everything they have heard on board, a mixture of local people, 
councillors and other help, set about writing a Plan that would respond to peoples' concerns 
and lay out a path to a better future for the parish. A draft Plan is now finished, and we want 
to know whether you think we got it right.

The draft Lyn Plan

The Plan seeks to secure a strong future for the area, bringing about the change we need 
whilst protecting what we hold dear about this place. It contains more positive and flexible 
policies. We need to retain and attract more young people and families, and be somewhere 
new businesses want to come to, making the best use of the limited opportunities we have for 
development and growth.

New development should provide things we need and want, but not mean that we lose things 
of existing value and importance to us – overall we should gain. The Plan based on the idea 
that the local environment, economy and community are all closely linked. The local 
environment is our greatest economic asset, without a strong economy we cannot have a 
sustainable community, and if the community cannot meet its needs economy will suffer. New 
development should be good for our economy, community and environment at the same time.

This consultation

The other side of this leaflet runs through the highlights of the Plan in more detail. We want 
to know what you think of the draft Plan: what's good in it, what isn't, and what might be 
missing. You can download a copy of the Plan from the website, or ask for a paper copy. You 
can give us your comments in writing, by email, online, or by coming to one of the meetings.

There will be an evening presentation of the Plan in the Town Hall where you can have your 
say and ask any questions. There will be smaller 'drop in' meetings after that too.

There are some things that the Plan cannot deal with, such as better public transport and 
broadband, but it is hoped that the Plan will act as a focal point for all of the things that need 
to happen to help us move forward, as it will probably last 10 to 15 years.

What happens after that

In early 2013 the comments on the draft Plan will be considered, and the Plan will be revised 
again. Later in the year the Plan will be subject to a referendum, where all local people will be 
asked whether or not they wish to Plan to be adopted. If the Plan is adopted it will become the 
first consideration for deciding all local planning applications in future.

As you can see, this makes the Plan a potentially very important document for the area. So we 
look forward to your comments on the draft we've prepared!

tasaunders
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Highlights of the Lyn Plan
Overall the Plan is more positive and flexible. It targets meeting our known needs, and 
creating more opportunities for us to prosper. The Plan recognises that we need to be given 
more freedom to solve our own problems, and increase our self-reliance. It gives giving broad 
support to the local economy, to finding better ways of delivering the housing we need, and to 
supporting the services and facilities the community values.

The viability and deliverability of development is a central concern of the Plan. Proposals 
should be fair to the community, but also capable of being delivered. How the viability of 
proposals will be openly assessed is set out in the Plan.

Location of New Development

Sites within Lynton, Lynmouth and Barbrook are the preferred locations for new development. 
Using this sort of site enhances the villages and so extension on to adjoining greenfield sites 
will only be considered when other sites are not available.The Plan doesn't identify specific 
sites for development to maintain flexibility.

The Local Economy

The Plan gives broad support for economic development proposals, unless they would bring 
negative impacts for the local community, visitors, or the local environment.

Tourism is broadly supported. To better cope with changing demand, the switching of use 
between dwelligns and small guesthouses, and back the other way, is made easier. So is the 
conversion of a larger hotels and guesthouses to other uses. More temporary uses of land and 
buildings are encouraged.

Creation of new space for business use, and storage space, is supported. Loss of either is 
discouraged. Improvements to parking are supported, including temporary parking when 
needed. The restoration of the Lynton and Barnstable railway is endorsed, including a good 
connection to the centre of Lynton.

New Housing

The greatest priority for housing in the Plan is the provision of more affordable housing for 
local people. In the past only people from this Parish and adjoining parishes with a 10 year 
local connection would qualify for this sort of housing. Now those with a five year connection 
will also qualify, as will people from a wider range of surrounding parishes if people cannot be 
found from closer by.

The Plan also introduces the concept of 'primary residence' housing - open market housing 
which can only be occupied by someone as their true home. This will encourage new people to 
come and live and work in the area, and the extra value of this sort of housing can be used to 
help pay for the provision of new affordable housing.

None of the affordable or primary residence housing allowed by the Plan can ever be used as a 
second or holiday home.

Community Services and Facilities

The plan protects existing services valued by the community, and encourages the provision of 
new ones. This community already owns and looks after many facilities and assets, and the 
plan supports the creation of new assets owned and managed by the community.

How to tell us what you think
For the Plan to be used to decide planning applications it has to be a fairly 'technical' 
document, but we've tried to keep it short and easy to understand as possible. The policies, in 
bold, matter most as these are the 'rules' set by the Plan.

The best way to tell us what you think is in writing, either online, or by downloading our 
response form which you can email or post back (which will also send you if you ring this 
number). We'll also be recording everything  said at the meeting and drop ins.
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Consultation Elements 
 
Neighbourhood Reps Briefing 
 
Meetings 
 
Draft Plan launch -  Town Hall 
2x evening meetings - Rising Sun and The Crown 
2x daytime meetings - ?? 
 
Publicity 
LVN 
Advertiser 
North Devon Journal 
 
Leaflets 
Copies in shops, library etc. 
Copies in Advertiser & LVN 
 
Response Form 
 
Online Response Form 
 
Paper Copies of Plan 




